
Building Managers Scramble 
 
As building managers scramble to keep their buildings clean and safe during pandemic, 
companies are using technology to help stay ahead.  
  
New York, USA - The pandemic hit the USA, and more specifically NYC hard.  Disturbing the 
“everyday norm” and replacing it with high anxiety and social distancing.  While Americans are 
learning to deal with the closure of the USA as we know it, building owners are having weekly 
and sometimes daily meetings with all their staff with one major focus.  Let's keep our buildings 
clean and safe.  Office buildings are focusing on the future, as most of the occupants are at 
home, however residential buildings are “right in the middle of it.”  
  
Buildings “weak points” have been identified and employees are constantly struggling to handle 
demands.  Weak points such as elevators, vestibules, mailrooms and door handles have 
become the focus.  
  
Buildings such as One World Trade Center and the Empire State Building in NYC have 73 
elevator cabs and need to carry 8,000-15,000 people that work inside of them.   Elevators 
account for 18 BILLION passenger trips per year just in the USA.  
Trying to keep track of cleaning these elevators everyday and even every hour has become a 
logistical nightmare.  
.  Cleaning budgets have literally gone out the window, as options like outside cleaning 
companies are considered to augment the already overworked in-house staff, and long term 
planning becomes untenable.  Although cleaning companies are great for the short term, as a 
long term solution they just don't work out economically.  You can't just have a cleaning 
company come in daily and hourly to kill the virus. Automated systems need to be put in place.  
  
Emerging from the darkness and bringing the power of UV light to kill the pandemic, companies 
have come up with innovative solutions such as UVC robots that move around hospitals, UVC 
machines that clean airplanes in minutes, drive thru UVC tunnels to clean busses and smart 
elevators that kill virus and bacteria when empty of passengers.  
  
UV-C light has been in use for over 70 years.  The light technology has been used to purify 
water, sterilize surgery equipment and instruments in hospitals.  Ultraviolet Lights have already 
proven to kill the coronavirus that causes Covid-19 and hundreds of other viruses, bacteria and 
mold.  
  
According to a University of Arizona study Elevators carry 40% more bacteria than public toilet 
seats and can be a building's severe weak point.  The average elevator carries 20,000 
passengers per year- if you extrapolate these numbers to common contamination projections 
the overwhelming cost of manual prevention is quickly illustrated in stark numbers that would 
keep an accountant up at night.  



  
In response, Ashla Systems has developed a Smart Elevator UV-C disinfection system.  UV-C 
lights are installed in the elevators and are motion sensitive.  When the elevators are empty the 
lights turn on and the full power of UV-C is unleashed, killing the virus in the air and any surface 
the light touches within minutes.  
 
 “People entering buildings want to know they are safe.  Installing one of our systems in your 
elevators makes so much sense.  The low cost of install and the extremely low cost to maintain 
versus having a staff come every half hour to clean your areas with harmful chemicals and 
smelly detergents just doesn't work long term.” says Paul Smith Senior VP at Ashla Systems.  
  
A study by Ohio State University shows that 50% of surfaces are not cleaned correctly and thus 
could still carry viruses.   Paul goes on to say “Installing one of our UVC systems takes down a 
major weak point in the building.  Not only does the building owner know that their elevators are 
being clean and sterilized regularly but it makes people traveling in elevators or living and 
working in the building feel more secure.  It's great to be able to tell your people that you're 
using this kind of technology.”  
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